Project Deliverable #3 – Design Scenarios
Grading Sheet

Binder, formatting, and organization
___ Correct binder type
___ Label on outside of binder with required information
___ Tab for this deliverable
___ Cover page for this deliverable with required information
___ Provided blank grading form after cover page
___ Contents of section in correct order
___ Overall formatting

Project context
___ Has current version of your root concept
___ Has current version of your product concept statement

Four design scenarios
___ Included six tasks within the four scenarios
___ Included corresponding user class as necessary
___ Scenarios motivated by problem scenarios from PD2
___ Scenarios include details from activity, information, and interaction design
___ Scenarios have at least six “steps” (for one task)
___ Describes interaction objects (e.g. buttons, dialogs, etc.) and navigation details

Screen sketches
___ Has at least 5 sketches supporting scenarios
___ Has supporting annotations to explain the user interface design
___ Is consistent with the narrative of scenarios

Claims
___ Has at least three claims
___ Claims have reasonable features about activity design
___ Claims have reasonable features about information design
___ Claims have reasonable features about interaction design
___ Claims are reasonable and address real tradeoffs

Comments